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The major characteristics of the church that has provided benefits to billions of people for over
2000 years & millions are alive because the Church has been against abortion (If it had not been for
the Church, about one-fourth of the people you have met would be dead. (Read at least the short
ones, but all are facts). The more good Catholics, the more civilized and productive the country.

1. Because of the Church, billions have had love, joy, serenity, tranquility, guidance, comfort,

respect, education, health, less chaos, less evil, more mercy, more forgiveness, more logic and
how to think and obtain Eternity---there IS more than this earthly craziness. There is comforting
projection into more and more based on the Body of Christ--all with the startling facts of a
Virgin Birth, a God-Man preaching love, His Crucifixion and His Resurrection--God found that
nothing else could convince free humans to believe and understand--What is more startling,
unbelievable, inspiring, explicating existence than the Story of Jesus by the Catholic Church?
“Jesus” is a 2 X 4 upside the head, saying “Love and there is more!” So does the universe properly
understood as by the Church.

2. The first prohibition of slavery by Pope St. Gregory I in sixth century.
3. First organized medical and health care--first hospital beginning in 4th Century with Basil of

Caesarea in what is Turkey today and expanded with support agencies wherever needed and
able to do so.

4. Started the first colleges & universities and in West with University of Cordoba in eighth century
and in 1088 with University of Bologna.

5. Created contemporary science by Parisian Bishop Nicole Oresme and philosopher friend Jean
Buriden, in the Fourteenth Century.

6. “Illegal (not-separated)” Church benefits to the state continue in America (and in every country

where millions are alive because of Church teachings and efforts against abortion promotions):
In 2010, in the U.S., there were 2.6 million children in 6980 catholic schools saving public
schools approximately $18 billion dollars. This does not include 230 colleges and universities.
The Catholic Church also provided 625 hospitals - one of five hospital beds in the US are in the
Catholic hospital system serving over 35 million admitted patients annually and over 98 million
patients in out-patient care. The cost to operated Catholic hospitals is about $100 billion dollars
yearly of which 10%+ is unreimbursed donation by the Church. Catholic Social Service Agencies
provide 2.3 billion dollars per year for down-and-outers in our society. This all is provided by
some 20,000 churches supported by about 68 million Catholics. Continuing, the military support
given by the Catholic schools and universities, results in about 520,000 Catholic families in the
military, 204,000 Catholics in reserves and 66,000 Catholics in government service overseas
and 29,000 Catholics are patients in the Veterans Administration. To project backwards, it is at
least 100 years for the Catholic Church’s contribution to American society such that the state
has benefited. If reimbursed, monies should be paid for these past services and for each year in
the future. For each student each year, $1000 (which is about 1/4th actual cost) should be paid to
the Church including students from every Catholic school that has closed (For 2010, the “each
student” public service reparation would be $2.6 billion dollars-generalizing for 100 years, the
Church is owed $2.6 trillion dollars for primary and secondary schools alone). The reparation
for the 230 colleges and universities should be $10,000 for each student for each completed year
since the founding of each institution. For each patient ever served in or at Catholic hospitals,
$2500 should be paid to the Church. In fact, these numbers are a dramatic under payment.
Everyone should figure out just what the state did not have to do because of the social benefits
from the Church. All benefits are done in the name of Jesus to make the world a better place--It
is the same in every other country.

7. Supported and funded Christopher Columbus’ discovery of Americas (Others “found” the
Americas too, but they “lost” it. Columbus did not “lose” his discovery and it opened to the
world).

8. Helped to civilize uneducated violent savages everywhere by teaching humanbeingness

Divinized by Jesus as Savior and offering Redemption. No matter what, about 10 to 20% of every
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subculture have not had overt or covert Catholic childhoods
giving them the CHUPs (Catholic Human Ultimate Purposes of
life, sacrifice, virtue, love, humanity, peace, freedom and natural
death without fear). Those without HUPs will be at the uncivil
“savage” end of humanity, and will need extraordinary help to
learn “humanbeingness” (“Make That Interaction Count”).

9. Created United States of America by papal supported French

Catholics defeating the British at Yorktown thereby winning the
American Revolutionary War for America. I add that the Catholic
role for America winning the Revolutionary War was crucial
(There even were likely more priests with the French forces than
Protestant pastors with the Americans at Yorktown): the French
Fleet under Comte de Grasse controlling the sea; the 5,500 French
soldiers under general Comte de Rochambeau with artillery (the
Americans had no artillery); and British General Lord Cornwallis
trying to surrender to French General Marquis de Lafayette
instead of General Washington…no wonder they all went to
celebrate a Catholic Mass afterwards as the first celebratory event
at the end of the Revolutionary War with George Washington
specifically, thanking at the Mass, “France...a nation in which the
Roman Catholic religion is professed.”

10. Thomas Jefferson, with Catholic nations helping, freed the oceans

of Islamic pirates in the early 1800s by starting the U.S. Navy and
Marines who went to Tripoli to end Muslim pirating. The Church
prevented the destruction of Europe by Muslims at the battle of
Lepanto.

11. The Catholic “Fighting Irish” should be especially recognized as

enabling the defeat of the South at Gettysburg so the North finally
won the Civil War and stopped one hundred years of slavery with
the freeing 4 million Negro slaves whose descendents now are 45
million mostly successful free Negro men and women in the US.
This is in contrast to Islam wherein 14 million African slaves over
12 centuries were worked to death without descendents.

12. Gives optimum family life instructions and advice, based on

remembering Jesus, the Trinity, Mary and the Saints as models to
pray to, imitate and follow. The Rosary is offered reflecting on five
Mysteries each of Glory, Joy, Sorrow and Luminosity.

13. Promotes an unadulterated childhood--the Right to Childhood-
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kingdom without love--and marriage controlled sex for humans
with love. (Recognized was the biological need for occasional “wet
dream like” release as proved by female ferrets dying if unable to
mate. Occasional “wet dream like” release is natural, encouraged
and good). The Church forever cautioned that unnatural sex
makes people crazy, as confirmed by Sigmund Freud and the
press & media’s pornography, immodesty and violence which,
crazily, replaced and destroyed American Founders’ virtue and
Ten Commandment culture, which the Founders hoped the
First Amendment would maintain. Rejected are the pollution
promotions of dirty old men, dirty-minded school boys and
girls who never grow up, harem-feminists, genital maniacs
and violence celebrators. (Bishops, priests, religious are not
saints and some have always been made “crazy” by cultural
pollutions. When popular, cigarettes and alcohol contaminated
many clergy. Recently, in 1960s, unnatural sex became massive
cultural pollution and it metastasized to the clergy. Overall, the
Church has identified and corrected itself better than any other
organizations whose unnatural sex “abuse” problems were worse
but not publicized as much as those in the Church, consistent
with chronic anti-Catholicism of press & media. The Church has
done more than any others to reduce unnatural sex, including
pedophilia. It always has, but the unnatural sex epidemics
promoted by journalism’s liberal culture of masturbation was not
recognized until many were made “crazy” by it--and still are, as
new assaulting/raping politicians are announced almost weekly).

16. The Doctrine of the Blessed Virgin Mary--began the first “equal

and more” respect for women totally against the supremacy
of men due to the fact that almost everything in early human
history was based on “muscle” value for survival which put
females in total inferiority unless given extraordinary support.
Catholic marriage doctrine first taught unity to oneness i.e.,
marriage is the inseparable merger of the man and the woman
into one 2-headed creature of the home, where the woman will be
subserviently supportive and the man will be sacrificing for her as
Christ sacrificed for the Church. St. Cecelia of the second century
began more equality and respect for women as the Church
began conferring sainthood on many extraordinary loving-Jesus
women.

-the first and only defender of the chaste gender-- sexual privacy
and naivety for developmental integrity of children/adolescents
with traditionally married men and women committed to
virginity before marriage and faithfulness thereafter based on
love.

17. Created first intellectual equality by confirming the first woman

14. Promotes Life by pointing out that abortion is against evolution,

between genders as “male”: matter, truth and good; and as
“female”: identity, oneness and beauty, all related to creation, the
universe and love (Addendum I).

natural selection and natural law because human personhood
begins at conception and should persist until natural death,
because you do not come along with the next pregnancy, which
means all your life is totally personal from conception on.
Couples should practice natural sex and assume responsibility
for evolution and natural selection when there is an unplanned
pregnancy. Abortion is the refusing to take responsibility for a
mistake in reproduction planning.

15. Identifying unnatural sex as pollution by: “Natural sex is between
mature, opposite sexed members of the same species consistent
with reproduction”--pheromone controlled sex in the animal

“Ph.D” in Padua, Italy, Elena Cornaro, in 1678, beginning the
current intellectual based reduction of muscle value for respect,
opportunity and survival.

18. Established the Transcendental and Trinitarian distinction

19. Operates by Sacramentalizing the Transcendentals: the Catholic
Trivium: being, matter, identity; Quadrivium: truth, oneness,
good and beauty; and Univium: sports.
Ens (Latin)-being--what has existence.
Res (Latin)-matter--the corporeal body, i.e. the confluence of the
being with matter completing it. It is the most visible dimension for
those in the material world. In nature, nature rules, neurochemistry
and all, on how the being manifests itself in nature. Bodies are needed
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to relate. They are our physical being by which humans interact with
all.
Aliquid (Latin)-identity--the form of the being, i.e. the confluence
of the being with its essence-for humans, not ethnicity, not color, nor
anything but humanbeingness-the total embracing of humanity for
us-in a word “catholic”-all for and with all.
Verum (Latin)---truth--the truth of the being, i.e. the confluence
of the being with reality and not fantasy-or for us humans, the
confluence with real life and not television shows, movies, magazines,
newspapers or figments of imagination from oneself or others.
Unum (Latin)-oneness--the oneness of the being, i.e. the
confluence of the being with itself and all desirability related to it: its
integrated, whole entirety.
Bonum (Latin)-good--the good of the being, i.e. the confluence of
the being with proper function in nature, or for mental beings, with
proper choice in Natural Law (or Rational Environmentalism).
Bellezza (Italian...preferred by the author to the Latin
“pulchritude” for multicultural reasons)-beauty--the beauty of the
being, i.e. its confluence with ascendancy or the “bringing out the best
of itself and all around it. “

20. Operates by Sacramentalizing the Humanness Variables: The
Community Universals (of Donald DeMarco, in part):

DIGNITY: Man should always be respected as an inviolable end
and never used as a means.
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4. Affect assistance.
5. Detached warmth and gentleness.
6. Non-reactive listening.
7. Conscious-of-consciousness capable creature (C2CC) centered
candidness.
8. Peace and mercy.

22. Teaches the Gifts of the Holy Ghost: wisdom, understanding,

counsel, fortitude, knowledge, piety, and fear of the Lord, as well
as to avoid the seven deadly sins of pride, covetousness, lust, anger,
gluttony, envy, sloth and G. K. Chesterton’s list of “everything
that is abominable--pedantry, parvenu vanity, obscurantism,
irreverence, lack of humor, tyranny, anarchy, contempt for the
poor, tenth-rate culture, pride, vain-glory and blindness and
hardness of the heart...and blaspheming tradition and equality.”

23. The Church gives salvation by Human Ultimate Purposes (HUPs)

as Mass Mantra for all meditation to each person: life, sacrifice,
virtue, love, humanity, peace, freedom and natural death without
fear.

24. The Church always offers VIRTUES: faith, hope, charity,
prudence, justice, temperance, fortitude and holiness.

25. First organization with democratic election of leader (popes).
26. The only organization against “genetics” when it was being

UNITY: Man should be honored as a totum and whole entity; and
none of his parts should be treated in isolation of that whole entity.

promoted for race “purification” enabling today’s survival of
minorities; and the only scientific criticizer of Darwinism as
oxymoronic scientists refuses to do (Addendum II).

INTEGRITY: Man’s moral good should be upheld and his
morality should never be divorced from his nature.

27. Saviour of 860,000 Jews (one-fourth of those who survived the

IDENTITY: Man has identity both as a member of the human
race and as a unique individual and person; these identities should
be valued and allowed to develop and no attempt made to deform or
radically alter them.

28. First to identify, over thousands of years ago, the “multiverses”

SPIRITUALITY: Man’s spiritual qualities should be affirmed,
and no attempt should be made to reduce man to his material
components only or to limit man to what is merely natural.
LIFE: Man’s agency conflates and the self energy should
transcendentally embrace all that is offered.
LIBERTY: Man’s contingency confronts and thought filled
choices are to be made for desirables.
PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS: Strategy consecrates by peace and
mercy.

21. Operates by Sacramentalizing the eight essential interactional

variables of Hippocratic Humanbeingness (from “Make That
Interaction Count”) and “pan humanity”, the latter being the
judgement of others and self by content of character and not by
color, race, sex, height, weight, or subculture):
1. Living things are precious.
2. Selective ignoring.
3. Subdued spontaneity...non-self excluded.

Nazi Holocaust).

of today’s basic physics as our Universe, Heaven, Purgatory and
Hell.

29. Contributor of Trinitarian civility of life, liberty and pursuit of

happiness and property (capitalism more than socialism) to the
Founders of America and everywhere else.

30. Converted Mohammed from his paganism into Catholicism
when in Mecca the First Time (after which Mohammed was
kidnapped by imams who returned him to power-mad paganism)
making Islam to be a Catholic “heresy”.

31. Promoting music & sport as touches of supernatural spirits

unknown to subhuman animals--listen to Beethoven and
Christmas Choral singing or celebrate a sport game.

32. Providing amazing tranquility on a daily basis to millions daily by

confirming there is more for humanity than the earth as proved
by the Virgin Birth, Jesus’ Love & Sacrifice, and the Resurrection.

33. Exuding and identifying Divine Spirit from and in the universe.
34. Giving joy by belief in and following of a Loving God, because

there is Spirit derived from the God created universe--the
universe is the entropy for synthesizing love unless you screw it
up and become entropy yourself (Addendum I).
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35. Gives all people dignity, unity, integrity, identity, and spirituality-

Jesus if freely following the Body of Christ overtly or covertly
(Addendum I).

36. The Church as Body of Christ gives salvation by promoting

44. Regardless, the Church somehow stays afloat with a big rudder

-and full Spiritualized Humanbeingness and pan humanity.

Human Ultimate Purposes (HUDs) to each person: life, sacrifice,
virtue, love, humanity, peace, freedom, and natural death without
fear.

37. The positive “Body of Christ” transcendent impact (of being,
matter, identity, truth, oneness, good and beauty), on billions of
people over thousands of years cannot be denied.

38. The Church always offered the Corporal Works of Mercy (Feed
the hungry. Give drink to the thirsty. Clothe the naked. Shelter the
homeless. Visit the sick. Rehabilitate criminals. Bury the dead).

39. The Church has always offered the Spiritual Works of Mercy
(Instruct the ignorant. Counsel the doubtful. Admonish sinners.
Bear wrongs patiently. Forgive all injuries. Comfort the afflicted.
Pray for the living and the dead).

40. The Church has not survived because it did all the lies created

by jealous bigots. Even though criticisms are usually uncharitable
and magnified, the Church rebuts all criticisms, but the
complainers have proven so bigoted deaf that the Church rarely
bothers with the same old stale unjust attacks any more. (Bearing
False Witness: Debunking Centuries of Anti-Catholic History
by Rodney Stark is an excellent recommendation for those who
perpetrate hate speech and thought crimes against the Church.
Because of this book, United Nations condemnation and legal
action should be undertaken against all anti-Catholic hate
speech. A must read is Forty Anti-Catholic Lies--a myth-busting
apologist sets the record straight by Gerard Verchuuren, Ph.D).
And sometimes, the rebuttals fall flat, because the leaders are
human and imperfect. And those who criticize have closed minds
and do not want the truth.

41. The prejudice against the Church has made it the most martyred
and oppressed culture in history: A minimum of 41 million
Catholics have been murdered in the past two millenia and antiCatholic prejudice is still on-going and rationalized outrageously
(Robert Royal’s book, Catholic Martyrs of the 20th Century --A
Comprehensive World History--New York: Crossroads, 2000-and my article review of it in Medcrave: Journal of Psychology
and Clinical Psychiatry. 2016; 5: 00273.). The fanatical antiCatholic hatred and bigotry goes on and on, from the first
known oppression by Bar Cochba in the first century who killed
thousands of fellow Jews who were following Jesus, to current
jealous pedants. In general, those who bad-mouth the Church are
selfish self-inflated wanna-be pseudo leaders jealous of the real
Church which they must try to degrade so they can “lead” you
their way. No group has been more persecuted and martyred than
the Catholic Church and it still goes on!

42. Roman Catholic Humanbeingness and Sins: (Figure 1).
43. The Church seems to be the only organization committed to

“Nature and Nature’s God” (the Theogeocalculus) which gives it
life and synchrony with the universe, so much so, that it is the
only group which professes linkage with the pre-BigBang Eternity
of a Loving Transcendent God waiting for our return enabled by

and bumbling crew. As my Italianate father would always say,
“The Church must be divine to survive even 50 years with some of
the lousy leadership it has had.” Its image does not help by being
filled with sinners trying to be healed by mercy and forgiveness. Its
Divinity is clear because Jesus created it: Matthew 16:18 properly
translated from Aramaic (to Simon Peter, “You are Kephas and
on the kephas I will build my church”) or from Greek, “You are
Petros (male word needed for Peter) and on this petras (“rock” is
grammatically feminine in Greek), I will build my church.” There
is no reasonable questioning the creation of the Church by Jesus,
nor its identification with the Body of Christ from about 22 other
verses as offering the most direct way to Salvation. Anyway, Peter
even began as a wimpy jerk as first Pope and “leader”. The Church
has to be Divine to have survived even its first leader.

45. Words are identified as angels consistent with St. Thomas
Aquinas’ Hierarchy of Angels: Seraphim, Cherubim, Thrones,
Dominioms, Virtues, Powers, Principalities, Archangels, Angels,
Demons (from my book Happy Ending).

46. The Church has to be Divine to have survived thousands of years
with some of the leadership it has had. It has been helped over the
millenia by innumerable fervent organizations, too many to list,
but I will mention mine: the Knights of Columbus.

Closure
It has not been perfect, but to attack and degrade the Church and
the religion of a Loving God is outrageous--No other organization
has come close to doing what the Church has done for millenia. All
this is why I call it “the Soul of the Earth” and wrote a book called Soul
of the Earth which told how to live the Sacraments in all things. In
general, a culture is lousy to live in unless there is a good percentage
of practicing Catholics. Just go to a Mass and infuse yourself in the
ancient words of the priest, the songs which reflect the times of their
writing (An example is a recent Mass ending with a song of lyrics
from the 4th century translated by Martin Luther); wish peace
and shake hands with neighbors and strangers in the attendant
congregation; and find yourself in another “rock concert” world of
subdued but genuine elation of a touch of Divine Spirit--just a feeble
joyful glimpse of the Statimuum (Eternity) to come by reliving the
Gospels and the fifteen billion years of the Universe since the Big
Bang compressed into ancient messages of the Bible and Tradition
(If you have not felt that with the Church, you are being kept “out
of the zone” by addiction to “entertainment” or “celebrities” instead
of deep-breathing Spiritual Reality). That is the real (true, one,
good, and beautiful) Church being Jesus as humanity and the world
became and are still becoming Divinized by the Church as Jesus. The
ancient incredibly inspiring “unbelievable” Jesus story is the only way
humans can competently and easily understand the world, life, love,
and all other aspects of our existence resulting in Transcendental Joy.
The Body of Christ leads to anthropologic understanding of nature
and the world resulting in the same Divine Everything we see and do,
as by St. Hildegard (on the Holy Spirit and the Big Bang, the pre-Big
Bang, the Statimuum, and Eternal Life):
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I am that supreme and fiery force that sends forth all the sparks
of life. Death has no part of me, yet do I allot it, wherefore I am girt
about with wisdom as with wings. I am that living and fiery essence
of the divine substance that flows in the beauty of the fields. I shine
in the water, I burn in the sun and the moon and the stars. Mine
is that mysterious force of the invisible wind; I sustain the breath
of all living. I breathe in the verdure, and in the flowers and when
the waters flow like living things, it is I. I found those columns that
support the whole earth...I am the force that lies hid in the winds,
from me they take their source and as a man may move because he
breathes, so doth a fire burn but by my blast. All these live because I
am in them and are of their life. I am wisdom. Mine is the blast of the
thundered word by which all things were made. I permeate all things
that they may not die even if they seem to die. I am life...Eternal Life.
(The Statimuum: the Immediacy of All Transcendence Ever--this is
also LOVE...from molecules attracted to each other to humans doing
the same...The Unrestrained Act of Thinking--God! or “URAT” only
obtained by Love--It is going to be a “shock” of total Joy!).
Everything we do can be the Heartbeat of Christ just as it is when
we take Communion and hear “the Body of Christ” and “the Blood of
Christ” over and over like heartbeats.

Abstract
Everyone has bought into current evolution theories by dogmatic
acceptance without usual scientific criticism. No alternative is
offered but the scientific criticisms should be respectfully accepted
and answered instead of unscientifically ignored. (A 20th criticism is
offered January 2019: The facial differences of human creatures are
overwhelmingly Personal and totally against the “natural selection”
sameness of evolved creatures. If evolution ends in sameness of
creatures seeking to promote their selves, facial differences would
disappear and we all would look alike and be indistinguishable.
Human facial and body differences are an amazing, bewildering
contradiction of evolution...It is like God wants creatures of individual
love and personhood to be uniquely personal and independent.... the
face is as personal as one’s soul!).
This article provides 20 scientific criticisms of evolution:
(1) the negative impact; (2) similarity infers but does not prove
developmental relationship; (3) creatures are stable; (4) the time
available for mutational changes is suspect; (5) the compensation
requirements for negative and neutral mutational changes overwhelm
“natural selection;” (6) pheromones are biological objections to
evolution; (7) creatures have a difference tolerance incompatible
with major changes; (8) self-reorganization is never seen; (9)
personal experience with positive chemical changes remain with the
individual and are not passed on; (10) complex protein creation is
extremely improbable de novo; (11) the Principle of Uncertainty
cannot be overcome; (12) Godel’s Theorems of Undecidability and
Incompleteness mitigate against it; (13) the species based “struggle
for life” is patently untrue; (14) there is a “neurotheology center”
in the human brain and Stephen Hawking’s eight basic physics
principles can be identified as metaphorically spiritual; (15) ideas
are not accounted for; (16) scientists’ psychological needs account
for most of Darwin’s acceptability and promotion; (17) a culture of
masturbation is outside of planetary nature and the related norms of
abortion and contraception are totally against evolution and natural
selection; (18) pseudo-scientific gurus present arguments of faith
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and ignore newly evolved metaphors of science which are consistent
with old metaphors of religion (The data used in this article have
no doubt changed but never enough to alter conclusions offered);
(19) the required complexity for “life” on the planet as we observe it
scientifically render the probability for duplication to be impossible.

Believe
The deathworks are made discouragingly clear by the anus of
Mapplethorpe (picture included) as the incontrovertible acme of the
secularism /atheism culture foisted on us by almost all information
technology from the New York Times to Hollywood. I cannot believe
we are living in this miasma in which The Fall has to be bottoming
out. So to help Easter arrive, I must offer the following:
Technology in all its forms has been removing the planetary,
human and divine components of existence by denying that the
transcendentals are significant. Matter, identity, truth, oneness, good
and beauty are replaced by an artificial virtual reality excitement
emanating from the dehumanizing denaturizing electrono-celluloidinkstool miasma. Thereby, reality is replaced and polluted by nonbeing. That is, since God and sacred are forbidden, juvenile immaturity
never ceases. Therefore, in the practical order, “anything goes” by the
ultimate inane pseudo freeing nihilistic massively selfish pollution
paradigm of “sperm everywhere” (Squirt/moan and slime/squeal truly
represent the permanently adolescent intellectual-emotional acme
of all secularism/atheism and its culture of disgust, nipples, squirt
and death!). The answer is to denature, derealize and dehumanize
the electrono-celluloid-inkstool miasma as not only non- but antitranscendental and therefore the press and media are more unworthy
of belief or imitating than that which they deny existence and try to
destroy. De-be the stool miasma by overt and covert mocking and the
imposing of the same arrogant decreating created by technologically
based secularism/atheism imposed by today’s unchilding powermad
liberals straight out of Orwell’s 1984. Unfortunately, when dealing
with filth, disgust and death, one must get dirty. But “Tu quoque!”
is the cry. On all produced for the public should be the label “The
press and media are harmful to your health.” The denaturing
must be denatured. The dehumanizing must be dehumanized. The
meaninglessness must be made meaningless. The deniers must be
denied. The nihilists must be nihilized. The excitement must be made
laughable by gross biologolizing i.e., global f--king is much more
polluting than global warming and non-marital (non-sacramental)
sex is really just a form of toileting. Until genital misuse is mocked,
sexuality for humans will be unplanetary pollution and never normal
as in the rest of the animal kingdom naturally following nature. The
liars for whom all truth is relative must be lied about (“relativized”).
The frauds of science (all of them) must be shown to be the pretending
hypocrites they all are. In short, the electrono-celluloid-inkstool
miasma must never be considered credible unless transcendental. So
drown the press and media in its own fake liberal openness to all as it
censors and represses God, the Church and the transcendental theory
of the Universe. Overthrow the dictatorship of the press and media
and all the unreality people. Doing such is charitable, decent and
transcendental especially for impressionable, gullible and suggestible
youth. With the mention of every celebrity (“look at me” fakers from
permanent makeup to “don’t have’em” bowel movements) and every
newspaper electronocommunications gaggle, youth must giggle. I
volunteer. Never write or say “The New York Times” Instead, it is
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the “New Yuk Slime.” Do the same for all the press and media and
all celebrities of secularism/atheism. Use your imagination and call
it “truth” as secularists/atheists do. Puns will help. It will get worse.
Make it so. Always demean and degrade secularism/atheism and the
stool miasma press and media. The children you prevent them from
kidnapping may be your own.
The Deathworks are here. Needed are The Catholic as Historian
and my pamphlet …and Satan turned into an Angel of Light…
Everyone must stop being so suggestible and gullible-it is death.
And without the transcendentals, there is no love, no culture worthy
of the name, no virtue, and no nobleness-just secularism/atheism and
a dirty-minded schoolboy culture of meaningless excitement and
degrading disgust.
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It is time to really understand “evolution”: However you act in
this life is what will be done to you in the Afterlife magnified by at
least 1000. And by The Deathworks, your every sin will be massively
received “payback” in return, permanently if mortal, Purgatorily
if venial. If in Hell, it will be a never ending infernal recycling selfcreated self-annihilation by your own sins turned against yourself.
If in Purgatory, it will be a restoring reliving of one’s reparable sins
being done to oneself. And, if in Heaven, it will be a true, one, good
and beautiful ecstasy proportional to your own lived truth, oneness,
goodness and beauty. This is real evolution.
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